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WHO WE ARE
AN ONLINE RESOURCE TO
FIND, SHARE & CREATE
COCKTAIL RECIPES FROM
WHAT'S IN THEIR CUPBOARD
A cocktail recipe resource. An online liquor
cupboard. A cocktail community sharing and
providing feedback and suggestions on recipes.
Created in 2010 by Nick Wilkins. Nick craved an
online platform to help him decide what cocktails
to make from the ingredients in his alcohol
cupboard. He couldn't find what he needed so he
wrote a script and developed a website instead.
My Bar was the foundation for what has become a
comprehensive cocktail website offering a full
cocktail experience.
From answering a quick Google search on a
cocktail recipe, to nurturing a growing community
of cocktail fans & fanatics who upload their own
recipes & comment on those of others, Make Me A
Cocktail is the most stupendous cocktail resource.

A cutting
edge cocktail
resource.
Part bar. Part
recipe book.
One cocktail
community.

Created by a web developer, the
algorithms at play ensure a simple
user experience. An easy to search
site. A My Bar functionality that
pulls recipes in based on
ingredients provided. Lists even
Buzzfeed would be proud (or
envious) of.
Find ingredients by type or
alphabetically. Get to grips with
mixology technique basics. See
and source all the equipment you
need for home-bartending.
Keep up to date with all things
cocktail related on the blog.

make
me a
cocktail

www.makemeacocktail.com

features
My Bar
Enables users to add the contents of their
alcohol cupboard (and softs and garnishes)
to generate recipe ideas
Site algorithm updates site content
elsewhere to reflect user's available
ingredients
Listmania
Users can create their own lists (birthday,
NYE, etc.)
Our seasonal/theme lists form part of our
content strategy

Rate and comment on recipes
Trending cocktails
Microbadges according to popularity on-site
or elsewhere
Blog
Free search
Topic/theme search
Ingredient search
Upload your own cocktails

audience

avg 70K new users
/month
avg 190K page views
/month

104,553
avg monthly
views

1.2M
unique visitors,
2017

3,731

13,500

1,311

work with us
~ brand partnerships ~ sponsored content ~ brand ambassadors ~
CONTACT US: advertising@makemeacocktail.com
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